
Course Information Form
This Course Information Form provides the definitive record of the designated course

Section A: General Course Information

Course Title BSc Marketing with Aviation & Airport Management 

Final Award BSc (Hons)

Route Code BSMAMAAF+BSKVFAAF+BSKVPAAF

Intermediate 
Qualification(s)
FHEQ Level 6

Location of Delivery University Square Campus, Luton

Mode(s) and length of 
study 

Full-time (over 3 years)
With Professional Practice Year over 4 years 
With Foundation Year over 4 years

Standard intake points 
(months) October 

External Reference 
Points as applicable 
including Subject 
Benchmark 

QAA (2018) UK Quality Code for HE Part A: Setting and Maintaining Academic Standards.

QAA subject benchmarks statements: business and management (2019) available at: https://www.qaa.ac.uk/docs/qaa/subject-
benchmark-statements/subject-benchmark-statement-business-and-management.pdf?sfvrsn=db39c881_5

Additionally, the marketing units offered on this course have been mapped and accredited by the Chartered Institute of Marketing 
(CIM) which provides you with an option to further your professional qualifications in marketing with the CIM.
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Professional, Statutory 
or Regulatory Body 
(PSRB) accreditation or 
endorsement

Through the University’s IATA Approved Training Centre (ATC) status, the course will be able to offer the students the chance to 
achieve an IATA diploma by incorporating one of the IATA courses as one of the units starting in September 2017/18. Students on 
the course will have a chance to graduate with a BSc plus an IATA Leadership & Management Diploma if they meet all the 
requirements including passing the externally administered IATA exam and completing ten Harvard Management or mini-units 
online within a specified duration.

Students are required to enrol on to applicable module on the IATA Leadership & Management diploma which includes ten (10) 
Harvard Management or elective mini-modules. Additionally, the marketing units offered on this course have been mapped and 
accredited by the Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM) which provides you with an option to further your professional 
qualifications in marketing with the CIM.

HECoS code(s) 100075

UCAS Course Code N500

Course Aims

Marketing in the AAM sector is a dynamic and growing area that provides you with the opportunity to increase your understanding 
of organisations, their management, the economy and the business environment while focussing on developing a solid foundation 
in the skills, key operational competencies and the application of management principles required to be successful in aviation and 
airport marketing.

Your course aims to provide numerous opportunities within learning communities for you to engage with real industry-specific 
projects, industry professionals in marketing, aviation, and airport management, therefore encouraging you to make links between 
studies and practice. Organisations will benefit from your expertise to improve the speed and quality of ground related products, 
such as airport access and lounges, for niche customers such as executive and business passengers, while maintaining a firm 
grip on core products by providing optimum level of on board services - , catering, level of seat comfort, IFE and communication 
technology. Aviation marketers are instrumental in enabling airlines and airports maintain revenue optimisation by developing a 
systematic rationale for class and lounge provision that simplifies pricing and the development of the airline brand.

You will develop your ability to innovatively establish ways to enable aviation organisations anticipate customers’ future 
purchasing behaviour and requirements while developing a strong brand and position in the market. Your learning experience will 
allow you to creatively apply those skills to solve context-specific marketing problems and develop employability and professional 
skills which prepare you for the work place.
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Course Learning 
Outcomes

Upon successful completion of your course you should meet the appropriate learning outcomes for your award shown in the table 
below 

Outcome Award

1

Demonstrate a wide understanding of the concepts and 
characteristics of business management, marketing and airline 
industry, the detailed relationships between these and their 
application and importance in an integrated framework. 

BSc (Hons)

2
Consistently demonstrate a command of marketing, airport and 
aviation skills, including application of knowledge to practice to 
achieve outcomes.

BSc (Hons)

3

Critically investigate and appraise aviation and airline situation 
collecting and evaluating information, sourcing and analysing data in 
order to assess options, impact on society and wider economy and 
make recommendations.

BSc (Hons)

4
Develop and apply your own perspective to your course and inform 
professional practice, managing problem situations, and to 
demonstrate critical evaluation to propose alternative solutions. 

BSc (Hons)

5

Develop commercial acumen and innovation underpinning an ability 
to integrate and synthesise a range of complex concepts, disciplines 
and solutions appropriate to the specialism of global aviation and 
airport marketing

BSc (Hons)

6

Demonstrate written and oral competency in a wide variety of tasks 
and contexts consistent with the wide range of theories and 
conceptual frameworks relevant to aviation and airport marketing, 
and manage an effective customer focus marketing strategy.

BSc (Hons)

7
Critically challenge, apply and modify processes, plans and 
procedures underpinning aviation and airport marketing, while 
upholding safety, efficiency, security and environmental protection

BSc (Hons) 

8
Demonstrate an ability to research, analyse and interpret data and 
information, applying these to specific situations using appropriate 
analytical tools

BSc (Hons)

9
Demonstrate knowledge and analytical understanding of 
professional practice by successfully completing an approved period 
of approved work place practice

BSc (Hons) with Professional Practice Year
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Teaching, learning and 
assessment strategies 

The approach to learning and teaching on this course is designed with a key focus on practice based education, research 
informed teaching and employability within various learning communities. Your learning experience develops from gaining 
foundation knowledge and skills, to strategy development, and to practice and implementation underpinned by academic rigor in 
an interactive environment. You will be able to use these skills to develop and apply marketing strategies for future and new 
products and services, via new channels and media within the specialism to include analysis of management principles and 
decision-making in the specific context of aviation and airport management through the specialism units.

This course will use various learning approaches, most importantly, the blended learning approach combining face-to-face 
interactions with online collaborative activities. The balance between classroom activities and digitally enabled activities provides 
flexibility and would enable you to develop self-directed learning skills and digital literacies. Outside the classroom, you are 
expected to actively engage in guided and independent learning according to the summary of learning hours indicated for each 
unit on the course.

In addition, you will be helped in your studies by a mentoring scheme called PAL – Peer Assisted Learning – in which students 
from years above you will provide some guidance in study techniques. Volunteering to be a PAL leader yourself is a good way of 
embedding your skills into your everyday practice of marketing communications.
As you progress through the course, you will master the skill to reflect on your own learning experience in order to equip you for 
life-long learning and embark on your working career as a career-ready professional. 
Assessment 
The assessment strategy supports the course’s focus on being an independent learner and employability. 
Your subject knowledge and key skills such as team work, communication, information literacy, research and evaluation, creativity 
and critical thinking are tested throughout the course using various relevant assessments to meet the learning outcomes as well 
as your different learning styles. The key subject themes increase in intensity as you progress to the next level and then to the 
final year, allowing you to build on previous knowledge. The assessments are therefore designed to support you to work both in a 
team and independently. The assessments reflects incremental learning as well as focus on being a confident independent 
learner by providing more group work opportunities at the start of your course to build your team skills and engagement, and 
progresses to more individual and guided assessments to challenge you academically and professionally. The variations of 
assessments you will engage with ensures that you integrate theory and skills into sound practice through a combination of 
assessment methods, such as, a report required as an outcome of a time-limited assessment task. This helps you to accumulate 
all the skills necessary to interact efficiently within the world of marketing and aviation.
For all assessments, you will have an assignment brief which clearly sets out requirements and the criteria for grading your work; 
this develops your understanding of the assessment standards and what is needed to do well at a task.

You will receive feedback on all your assessments to enable you to improve your learning. It is important that you use this 
feedback accordingly to maximise your performance on future assignments and to buttress your learning.

Risk Assessment statement
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To protect the integrity of our awards, for any submission we may use one or more of the following to ensure that a student is 
submitting their own work:

Submission of your work to Turnitin or other software for similarity checks

Recorded or non-recorded review of draft work with a tutor in formative sessions

 Viva voce examination; you may be asked to discuss aspects of your submission and/or to provide evidence of draft work. A viva 
will follow the procedures set out in the Quality Handbook.

 

 

Formative feedback statement

We recognise that formative feedback is essential to supporting you to submit your best attempt. Formative feedback can take 
many different forms but may include:

• In-class exercises exploring aspects of the assignment, with feedback given collectively or individually during the class
• Assessment brief dialogue
• Zero-rated assignments that should be completed but carry no formal mark
• The opportunity to informally submit part of the work for brief comments from your tutor
• A document in the unit Assessment & Feedback folder that reflects on common errors on similar assignments
• Assignment Q&A sessions
• Summative and formative feedback from preceding units

Learning support 

The University’s comprehensive student support service includes:

• Student Information Desk, a one-stop shop for any initial enquiries
• Student Support team advising and supporting those with physical or learning needs or more general student well being
• Study Hub team providing academic skills guidance
• Personal Academic Tutoring system
• a student managed Peer-Assisted Learning scheme
• and support from your lecturers

https://www.beds.ac.uk/entryrequirements
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Admissions Criteria
Approved Variations and Additions to Standard Admission

None

https://www.beds.ac.uk/about-us/our-university/academic-information

Assessment 
Regulations

Note: Be aware that our regulations change every year 

Approved Variations and Additions to Standard Assessment Regulations’

None
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Section B: Course Structure

The Units which make up the course are listed below. Each unit contributes to the achievement of the course learning outcomes either through 
teaching (T), general development of skills and knowledge (D) or in your assessments (A). 

Unit Unit Name Level Credits Core or 
Option

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

BSS004-1 Business Practice Explored 4 30 Core T1 T2

BSS005-1 Using Data to Build Business Practice 4 30 Core T1 T2

MAR001-1 Principles of Marketing 4 15 Core T1 T2

MAR018-1 Customer Relationship Management 4 15 Core T1 T2

TAL0XX-1 Structure and Development of Air Transport Industry 4 30 Core T1 T1 T2 T2

MAR016-2 Brand Management 5 15 Core D1 D2

MAR021-2 Marketing Communications in the Digital Age 5 30 Core D1 D2

MARxxx-2 Digital Innovation and Entrepreneurship 5 30 Core D1 D2

TAL0XX-2 Global Airline, Airport & Cargo Operations Management 5 30 Core D1 D2

TALxxx-2 Marketing for the Air Transport Industry 5 15 Core D12 D1

LAW006-3 Aviation Law 6 15 Core A1 A2

MAR014-3 Marketing in a Global Context 6 15 Core A1 A1 A2 A2

MAR026-3 Crisis Management and Communications 6 15 Core A2 A2 A1 A1

MAR029-3 Preparation for the Specialist Research Project 6 15 Core A1 A2

MAR030-3 Specialist Research Project 6 30 Core A1
2

A1
2 

TAL038-3 Managing Safety & Security for Aviation 6 30 Core A1 A2 A2 A1

Unit Unit Name Level Credits Core or 
Option

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

MAR028-2 Professional Practice Year (Marketing) 5 0 Core TD
A 
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Section C: Assessment Plan

The course is assessed as follows :

BSMAMAAF- BSC Marketing with Aviation & Airport Management 

Unit Code Level Period Core/Option Ass 1 Type
code 

Ass 1 Submit
wk

Ass 2 Type
code 

Ass 2 Submit 
wk

Ass 3 Type 
code 

Ass 3 Submit 
wk

Ass 4 Type 
code 

Ass 4 Submit 
wk

BSS005-1 4 SEM 
1/3 Core CW-DE 6 WR-I 13

MAR001-1 4 SEM 
1/3 Core EX-OT 15

MAR018-1 4 SEM 
1/3 Core PR-OR 7 WR-PR 13

BSS004-1 4 SEM 
2 Core CW-RW 6 CW-PO 13

TAL033-1 4 SEM 
2 Core WR-I 8 IT-PT 14

MAR021-2 5 SEM 
1 Core CW-ESS 7 CW-PO 14

TAL051-2 5 SEM 
1 Core PR-OR 10 WR-I 14

BSS029-2 5 SEM 
2 Core WR-I 7 WR-I 14

MAR016-2 5 SEM 
2 Core IT-PT 7 WR-I 15

TAL050-2 5 SEM 
2 Core WR-I 7 EX 14

LAW006-3 6 SEM 
1 Core PJ-PRO 14

MAR029-3 6 SEM 
1 Core IT-PT 6 WR-I 14

TAL038-3 6 SEM 
1 Core PR-OR 8 EX 15
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MAR014-3 6 SEM 
2 Core CW-LR 8 WR-I 14

MAR026-3 6 SEM 
2 Core WR-I 8 PR-OT 15

MAR030-3 6 SEM 
2 Core WR-I 6 PJ-DIS 15

BSKVPAAF- BSc Marketing with Aviation & Airport Management (with Professional Practice Year)

Unit Code Level Period Core/Option Ass 1 Type
code 

Ass 1 Submit
wk

Ass 2 Type
code 

Ass 2 Submit 
wk

Ass 3 Type 
code 

Ass 3 Submit 
wk

Ass 4 Type 
code 

Ass 4 Submit 
wk

MAR028-2 5 TY Option CW-PO 32

Glossary of Terms for Assessment Type Codes

CW-DE Coursework - Data Exercise

CW-ESS Coursework - Essay

CW-LR Coursework - Literature Review

CW-PO Coursework - Portfolio

CW-RW Coursework - Reflective Writing

EX Exam (Invigilated)

EX-OT Invigilated Exam-Other including open book

IT-PT Summative in-class test or phase test

PJ-DIS Coursework - Dissertation Report

PJ-PRO Coursework - Project Report

PR-OR Practical - Oral Presentation

PR-OT Practical - Other Skills Assessment

WR-I Coursework - Individual Report

WR-PR Coursework - Problem Based Report
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Administrative Information
Faculty University of Bedfordshire Business School
School Department of International Business, Marketing and Tourism

Head of School/Department Steve McPeake 

Course Coordinator Giles Robertson
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